Seven-segment display is well-known for displaying the English numerals form 0-9. In this paper 9-segment display for both Bengali and English digits have been proposed. Our proposed 9-segment display is more effective than the previously proposed 10-segment, 11-segment, 16-segment and 8-segment display for both Bengali and English as well as 9-segment, 10-segment and 18-segment display Bengali digits. It is an improvement of previously proposed segment display for both Bengali and English digits.
INTRODUCTION
Display with finite number of segment for each numeric character is preferred to dot matrix displays because the former saves both in memory space and cost. Seven segment display is commonly used for the display of English numerals. Both Bengali and English digits are represented using dot matrix, so the cost of display increases due to storage space, a large number of digits, power loss and design complexity. There are four proposed system for both Bengali and English numeric. Osiur et al (6th ICCIT, 2003b) 
SEGMENTATION
We have proposed 9-segment display for both Bengali and English numeric that is shown in Figure 1 
DESIGN OF LOGIC CIRCUITS
Both Bengali and English numeric system has 10 numeric from (0-9) so 4 bit inputs are used to represent each numeric. After analyzing which segments will be activated for which numeric, appropriate logic functions and circuits have derived in order to display each Bengali and English numeric. In following table I for Bengali and table II for English activated segment. Here 1 means activated and 0 means inactivated. 
B. Boolean Function For English Numeric
From table-II we can write the following logic functions for different 9 segments in sum of production. For representing English numeric in our proposed 9 segment display 2 segments that are h and i segments are totally unused. a=∑ (0,2,3,5,6,7,8,9) b=∑(0,1,2,3,4,7,8,9) c=∑(0,1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9) d=∑(0,2,3,5,6,8,9) e=∑(0,2,6,8) f=∑ (0, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9) g=∑ (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9) (0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) w y + w xz + wx + x yz b b=∑ (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 ) w x + x + w z + w yz c c=∑ (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) x + w z + w x d d=∑ (0, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9) x + w + w + w y e e=∑(0,2,6,8) w y + x f f=∑ (0, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9) w + w x + + g g=∑ (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9) wx + w x + + Engineering International, Volume 3, No 2 (2015)
EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
After performing the experiment we get the output that is shown in table-V Table V : Representation of numeric of both Bengali and English by using our proposed 9-segment display. ) use 10 segment but its display quality relatively poor (display quality is poor for Bengali 1 and 9 digits) than our proposed system. So our proposed 9 segment display is more effective and it has high quality display of Bengali and English digits.
CONCLUSION

